Generation of EST and cDNA microarray resources for the study of bovine immunobiology.
Recent developments in expressed sequence tag (EST) and cDNA microarray technology have had a dramatic impact on the ability of scientists to study the responses of thousands of genes to external stimuli, such as infection, nutrient flux, and stress. To date however, these studies have largely been limited to human and rodent systems. Despite the tremendous potential benefit of EST and cDNA microarray technology to studies of complex problems in domestic animal species, a lack of integrated resources has precluded application of these technologies to domestic species. To address this problem, the Center for Animal Functional Genomics (CAFG) at Michigan State University has developed a normalized bovine total leukocyte (BOTL) cDNA library, generated EST clones from this library, and printed cDNA microarrays suitable for studying bovine immunobiology. Our data revealed that the normalization procedure successfully reduced highly abundant cDNA species while enhancing the relative percentage of clones representing rare transcripts. To date, a total of 932 EST sequences have been generated from this library (BOTL) and the sequence information plus BLAST results made available through a web-accessible database (http://gowhite.ans.msu.edu). Cluster analysis of the data indicates that a total of 842 unique cDNAs are present in this collection, reflecting a low redundancy rate of 9.7%. For creation of first generation cDNA microarrays, inserts from 720 unique clones in this library were amplified and microarrays were produced by spotting each insert or amplicon 3 times on glass slides in a 48-patch arrangement with 64 total spots (including blanks and positive controls) per patch. To test our BOTL microarray, we compared gene expression patterns of concanavalin A stimulated and unstimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). In total, hybridization signals on over 90 amplicons showed upregulation (> 3x) in response to Con A stimulation, relative to unstimulated cells. A second experiment with PBMCs from a different group of animals was performed to test reproducibility of microarray results. There was a high correlation between the 2 experiments (r = 0.72, P < 0.001). Resources described in this publication offer a highly efficient and integrated system to study gene expression changes in bovine leukocytes.